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THE TOP

REASONS

WHY CUSTOMERS BUY

100%

1

NATURAL STONE

2

NATURALLY UNIQUE
SCULPTED ART

3

MADE BY MOTHER NATURE

4

GUARANTEED TO
LAST A LIFETIME

5

NO MAINTENANCE

UNLIKE CONCRETE

ALL WEATHER RESISTANT

EASILY CLEANED

6

POWER-WASHABLE

7

HEIRLOOM QUALITY

8

UNIQUE PRODUCTS

9

PRODUCTS FIT

WILL LAST GENERATIONS

NO TWO ALIKE

AMERICAN STANDARDS

10

A ROCK SOLID
INVESTMENT

Weather
Resistant
All of our products are intended for outdoor
use, and so don’t require any care or
maintance to last for many years (if not
centuries). The only exception is our fountains,
which should be drained and the pump
removed, if freezing temperatures are
expected.

Pressure
Washable
Over time, our stone products will develop
a natural patina of moss and lichens as they
weather. If desired, this surface patina can
be removed with a pressure washer. We
recommend you never use harsh chemicals,
acids or bleach on stone.

Hand-crafted
Stone
Carefully carved by human hands, making
each piece unique. Guaranteed by Mother
Nature to last a lifetime.

MARBLE
Marble is a metamorphic rock that begins
life as limestone and over millions of years
of heat and pressure the limestone becomes
marble. Depending on the amount of minerals
present in the stone, veining can be either very
minimal - thin, delicate lines or dramatic - large
swaths of colors that can seem almost like
smoke within the marble.
Marble is very popular because of the beautiful
colors and patterns available. One of the most
unique aspects of marble is that it’s translucent,
meaning you can see past the outer surface.
Although no marble is completely transparent,
you can often see through at least a few
millimeters of the stone, which is one of the
reasons it has been used extensively in decor.
Stone Age Creations, located in Ohio, has been
designing exceptional natural stone statuary for over
20 years. Trust that when you buy a product from
Stone Age Creations, it is second to none.

www.StoneAgeCreations.com

